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About This Content

The product name Season Pass Vol.2 has been changed to Add-on Vol.2.
NOTE: The contents included will not change.

Disclaimer: Maps are not included in the DLC Pack. They're for showcasing materials.
Please note: This pack is included in the RPG Maker MV Season Pass.

The 2nd pack includes some characters from RPG Maker 2000/2003 RTP completely remade for RPG Maker MV. Alex’s party
is back to help you create your dream game!

Includes the following materials:

Character Walking Graphics + Damage Poses

Sideview Graphics

Facesets (MV Style and Rm2k Style) + 4 Basic Emotions

Remastered RM2k Bust Art from the Original RTP
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Title: RPG Maker MV - Add-on Vol.2: RM2K Hero Character Pack
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
KADOKAWA
Publisher:
Degica
Franchise:
Maker
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit) or Mac OSR X 10.10 or better

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 16.5 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Japanese
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i have tons of the dlc but it says it's downloaded but i dont know how to access it, iv tryed redownloading the game and
reinstalling it and what not even made a new project but nothing new is in my game.. I've purchased and downloaded this but it's
never given me hte DLC. It says it's installed but nowhere to be found among the other DLCs for MV I have. I've tried verifying
game files, rebooting and everything. I'm just not getting why it won't give me the DLC I've paid $9.99 for. :\/. Well, after some
clarification from a forum member, I can redact a lot of what I said and make this review a more positive one. First and
foremost, this DLC does NOT have Alex's SV_Actor. Instead, he's hidden away in the RTP. The rest of the DLC returns a good
batch of the old RM2K heroes, converted to MV format, including old RTP facesets + MV style ones. The busts are also well
done. This DLC resource can now receive the upvote it deserves. Hopefully they'll consider a second pack that has the other 15
RTP characters.. I was holding off my review till the developer fixed the problem, mentioned in the other reviews, which they
did. On inspection it looks great, and it brings nostalga of days with RPG Maker 2000\/2003 where I would try to make an epic
story! I can bring back some old character ideas from my previous unpublished works. I'm pretty stoked.

Wasn't worth the trouble, but, meh. I didn't truely notice what was missing until the day before the fix so who am I to complain.

I am merely reviewing to clarify it has been fixed, for those who want to buy it.. Broken DLC. Does not install. Says "installed"
as soon as you check it, but steam never downloads it. The DLC does not appear in the DLC folder. Needs to be fixed ASAP.
-WARNING-
If you already own Season Pass DO NOT BUY THIS DLC!!!
Degica selling multiple DLC here and steam store system can't detect the same content being sold twice
Don't repeat same mistake like what I did. I buy this and forget to check the content then I can't refund because I buy this more
than 2 day.
This issue is same with VXA DLC. You must ALWAYS check all VXAce DLC you own because they resell it on MV too.
I usually buy DLC without checking because I have a dream to COMPLETE all DLC list on the store, But suddenly I realize
they have SAME DLC List.
I warn you to always check the DLC you own for VXAce and MV.
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